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If you want to get an update on our latest books, follow us on your social media choices: If you want to submit a book or offer/message for inclusion on FKB just email me - danielle 'on' redskyventures ' dot' org, with the title SUBMISSION FOR FREE KIDS BOOKS. If you don't get a response, it's been intercepted by
spam filters! Try again, or leave a comment on any post I get it, after all!.. Sign up We love what we do. Thanks for downloading our children's books. Monkey Pen's Vision - to provide thousands of free children's books to young readers around the world. Please share our books with friends and family to support our
mission. Thanks Show 1 - 10 of 50 Free Children's Books Category: Age 2-5, Age 6-9 It was just another game of hide and seek? No. It wasn't like that. First it fell into a deep, dark hole in the ground, and then they found the treasure. Is that the end of it? No! That didn't happen. Find out more about this exciting
adventure of Sally and friends in this free illustrated children's book. The fun never ends when Sally is around! Download the Free Book Category: Age 2-5, Age 6-9 Read this warm story of camaraderie and affection set in the wild and beautiful Savannah in our free illustrated children's book. Ginger giraffe uses his long
neck to save other animals from a blazing wildfire. Follow them in the jungle path as they all meet with another adventure. Download The Free Book Category: Age 2-5, Age 6-9 Love Shines Through This Great Illustrated Children's Book. Read how the little girl does housework is fun and easy to do. A fantastic addition
to your toddler's free bed history collection. Download the Free Book Category: Age 2-5, Age 6-9 Abe was a real service dog who dedicated his life to helping BJ, a good family friend. Service dogs are smart, well trained, well behaved, committed and committed to ensuring the safety of their master. This book is
designed to bring awareness of their importance to early readers. Download The Free Book Category: Age 2-5, Age 6-9 Class took a small train and went deep into the woods on their first school trip. But things are not as planned, and a whirlwind of adventure unfolds in this wonderful free history book being bedtime.
Download The Free Book Category: Age 2-5, Age 6-9 Is a wonderful story that weaves its magic into a child's imagination, even while passing an invaluable lesson in oral hygiene and hygiene. This is the story that children will come back again and again for fun before going to bed to read. Download The Free Book
Category: Age 2-5, Age 6-9 He Has a Sward. He's wearing a tuxedo. hipster hamster who likes to live freely. Join Hammy at his South American home as you read this free history book for children the next day to read aloud. Download The Free Book Category: Age 2-5, Age 6-9 Detective Peterson tries to find where
Sally Sue lost her beautiful beautiful And she finds it. right into her heart, hidden from view. Read this creative story of a little girl and how she learned to smile again in this great free children's tale. Download The Free Book Category: Age 2-5, Age 6-9 Jamal made the case for the next open day and it made a big
difference. Download this free children's book to read about how he decided to stand his ground and took the courage to confirm his actions. A little honesty and a little courage have come a long way in raising Jamal's faith in himself. Find out more in this free baby real out loud and be truly inspired. Download The Free
Book Category: Age 2-5, Age 6-9 Dr. Sob's Evil Plans failed again, thanks to his wonder dog, Winston. They were just supposed to be with Princess Aura at her birthday party. Read on to find out why Winston deserves a great cuddle and juicy big bones. Big Woof! to this wonderful free children's history book. Download
the free book featuring 1 - 10 of the 50 free children's book Age checking by clicking enter you check that you are old enough to consume alcohol. Page 1234556789101111111415151517171819202122222222225262627282829303333333334353 Showing results: 1-10 of Muerte Underground author Robbie
Richardson's last days in the last days of Muerte Underground author Robbie Richardson invites you to try out the latest Muerte stories. When musicians come out abbreviated albums, they call them EPs. When a writer releases a small book, Robbie calls them ERs. These were stories that failed to join ... This is a book
about people who face extraordinary circumstances. Their resilience and their actions restore our faith in humanity. A poem about true love. A short story about true love called Love is a sculpture. He's heard about abusive relationships. But he never expected it. It could be a narrow squeak. Alfie's mood is black,
bordering on suicide. He was never treated with such disrespect. A less balanced man would have fled the country. Riddled with bitterness and memories of empty wine... These stories cover through science fiction, romance, comedy, horror, and perhaps a few other things. They were written from the late 90s to 2018.
From the author of FLOWERS and KITTENS comes seven more tales of speculative fiction, including scripts of betrayal of pets, civil rights sex dolls, alien invasion (is it a good idea?), giant robots, hive-minded rodents, the dark side of the earth plants, vampire diseases, and alternative gods ... Eight stories of speculative
fiction. Eight DARK and WEIRD stories of speculative fiction. This can't be emphasized enough. There are kittens in this book, along with some ants, a shovel, some roses, and Among other things. Religion, morality, love, ecology and chance ... A collection of stories featuring some puppies, couplesquirrels, kitten, kitten,
some aliens, and some black people. They all revolve around some kind of moral theme, and they are all related to something or someone gets raped, killed or tortured; but creative and meaningful. Over there... Our stories will forever remain buried deep within us if we continue to wait for them to be perfect. 2020 has
shown us that we all have the innate ability to become an infinite number of things. We have something to say. We have a lot to do. And I believe that this pandemic has ... Love, loss, life, laughter and more is a small collection of stories about emotions each of us either experienced or seen in life. You may know or be
Rami or Niti or Mahi or even the person who has been deceived. Each story has something for you that can be nostalgic. How they end or what happens... Page 2 Page 12345678910111111115161718192021222242426272828293031 333435363738394041424444454444 showing results: 11-20 of 480 This book
contains four stories on different genres, who can be enjoyed by the whole family... The author of Pakistan's first researcher, who was awarded a Fulbright Phd Creative Writing Fellowship and is currently studying at Western Michigan University for a paranoid romance between a Balokh girl with a historical figure who
beamed to the most striking as a genie falls in love with her and... From colored to black to black. History can be a very interesting and excellent learning tool for many. However, history cannot be fully understood if we look at the eyes of those who have suffered the most from a series of events studied. This book is
trying to take a look at the story... Will Wally finally get the girl of his dreams or will he let her slip through his grasp like the others? Read more in The Inheritance. Crappy Flow's mediocre writing is the author's honest attempt at trying to complete the novella length of the composition. Written in quarantine time
#campnanowrimo, the real volume introduces the style of writing the author through five stories, essays and flash... Port Elizabeth is a short story inspired by the crisis of gender-based violence in southern Africa. In his latest installment, Ssen Krad tells the intertwined story of a graduate student running to be the first
female SRC president for her university, a lecturer trying to find a man... This isolation holds us by the throat. Weird. Stifled. Every time we caught up remembering these romps and buzzing speakers roar joro ja joro melody. We definitely take a break from all these things that we love to do; Communication. More
importantly, we have access to all ... A 12-year-old boy, Michael, wants to know about his mom. But what he doesn't know is that it will lead him to a whole new world and quest... A number of peculiar stories I wrote and pondered. Some of them fictional fictional true, but the end result in both cases is alarming. This is a
book about time travel through King Louis IV of the time. Everyone comes together to fight the bandit of the night. Page 3 Page 1234567891011111111515161718192021222242526262728293033333 6373839404144444445464748 Featuring results: 21-30 of Ronaldo Sieth's 480 is serious about only one thing: he

thinks he's the funniest writer in Wattpad. Of course, everyone laughs at it, but... Doesn't that mean he's right? In 9 tragedies Ronaldo warns us about writing; he talks about his experience and advises us: Don't try this in... A party of warriors put its skin on the line after it invaded the self-limiting old hermit. To save her
people, a young woman goes to the fog-choked valley of sacrifice in search of the sacred beast. Tasked with launching special work for reclusive man, low rent thug... Phone in Love is a short fantastic story for children and adults that makes us dream that a world in which not only nature but also objects will have life will
be better for all of us. A record of our origin. Even matter, time, space, location and elements. Get ready for the unknown. Enjoy. Do you love science fiction with Tulah not dealing well with his parents, crime compared to U.I.N. ethics in the first two of the A.K.A. Ewing series, a girl we could all know to find ourselves
back in the employment center, Becky's first adventure Mistake, and more, there are very shorts to satisfy... The world is in chaos. It's a fancy dream. A split of allegiance can lead to disaster. When the world banking system collapses, everyone hurts. The uncooked chicken does not know which way to turn, while the
cunning fox sees an opportunity. Alfie's outrageous dream of futuristic transport... Summer is all fun and games until someone loses an eye. When it's karma, it tends to come back. A group of friends take their summer off in the swamps of Florida. When some of the kids make bad choices, things get worse. John is good,
but he can rally his comrades to stand together ... Put your feet up and walk a little in the dark side of life. Here you will find a small collection of stories designed to send a cool spine as you check to make sure all the doors are locked. A word or two of warnings. There are monsters about and they don't like to be
bothered... Join Sam in her search for a home and see what other adventures await her. I hope the reader enjoys my little work. You can also leave a comment with your opinion. Thank you. I have prepared this little book of flash fiction stories, poems and quotes to introduce readers to me and my writing. Then, on
December 13, 2019, a young John Dell Riley was seriously injured in a traffic accident near his home in Chiang Mai. In B Of... Page 4 Page 123456789101111111151617181920212222425226262728283033333337 38394041444445464748 Featuring results: 31-40 of 480 Join Captain Celeste and her crew in an epic
multidimensional struggle to stop the impending scourge of their own creation. This cosmic drama, which encompasses many universes, seeks to convey the importance of knowledge, responsibility and sacrifice for the sake of a better society. In an environment where... It's an experiment. You go up to your treehouse in
your backyard. Grab the tin. I'm going to climb into a treehouse in the backyard. I'll get the tin. Make sure the string is a jibe. Hold the tin to your ear. I'll tell you my stories. For a mature audience. The near future. An independent racist state carved out of northern Italy. The economic crisis. Slipping into bloody chaos.
Man with mission: to save two children of his closest friends. What risk? At what cost? Is that going to be enough? And who is the mysterious female go-between with ... I don't think most people understand the greatest astronomical discovery of the twentieth century, but the fact is verified because the dark energy of
stretching the fabric of the universe, the universe is literally expanding, and everything in it will inevitably explode to make it... Having received the original manuscript from her favorite author, the determined young lady is looking for the person behind the name of the author. And to her surprise, she doesn't have to look
far to find her favorite author. The beginning of Oceanview. Taken from the Vision of Life. This book tells the story of a warrior, a former mercenary who becomes a member of a secret society and is used to fulfill the dark agenda that this occult order. An amazing book you should read! The story of a warrior, a former
mercenary who becomes a member of a secret society and... Bad Man's Woman - Was Lee Elroy so in love with Carlin that he would challenge Don over her? Or maybe he didn't know who Don was. Read the full story in Bad Man's Woman. Serial cracker-Las and Dalby intended to capture Bender, a cunning and
dangerous praderial thief. Along the way, they have to fight with the man's sons to get to him. They must also get out of the Forest of Lobban with Bender and avoid clinching the salmon and his group of thugs. Read the full story in... Alric's absent husband got into trouble with his wife when he got nineteen-year-old
Gwen Dacres, pregnant. His wife left him, and he suspects she sees another man. Read the full story in The Missing Husband. Page 5 Page 12345678910111111115151617181920212222252526262828283033333 3333839404142444445464748 Featuring results: 41-50 of the 480 Decane Dilemma- When a woman is
as beautiful as Deline Tennant, men will do everything to go to bed with her. And that's exactly what the former police officer, Clyde Harper, was Do. When Deline dumped his lover, Easton Rivers, and another former police officer, Clyde thought he was in business, except that he ... Taken from the Vision of Life. The
beginning of Oceanview. Natalie is a romantic novel, which, at its core, relates to what was, is and comes in regards to the search for a young man for love and meaning in his life. Located in Boston in the early days of the 21st century is a brief and enjoyable story of love and ambition. Please offer your comments ... Sam
was born in the 18th century, but one day, resting in the garden, she touches an old oak tree, and then finds herself in the same place, but at a different time. Read to find out more! This collection of 28 stories has something to satisfy readers who are looking for surprises. If you like the story with a bite in the tail, you'll
love this collection from new author Robert Sutherland. Stories range from serious to humorous and then downright weird... It's not holding the world on your shoulders that does it because that's what we were damn well built for. These are the little things that wear out and grind you into dust. This statue of Atlas will not
be crushed, it will have little pieces chipped from it. It's raining. Teh... Silent Sunday, brutal attack. The resurrection of one person is the luck of another. When Alfie went on a morning bike ride, the last thing he expected was to be the only witness to the assassination attempt. The perpetrator of the crime was the only
person who knew that Alfie saw him at the crime scene... Avrill was in love with Grant? Why is he so much of a syd to marry her? What about Gene, she'd stand by and lose her lover to another woman? A collection of ten stories set in Jamaica, some in our time, others in the pre-independence era. A piece at
Heardgwick, pants and why it's important to know your tree species in the not-so-sleepy County Of London. Page 6 Page 123456789101111111151516171819202222242525272728293031333 4353637839404142444445464748 Results shown: 51-60 of 480 Work goes together just fine, but one day the unthinkable
happened, our hero was fired. What's he going to do now? He decided to take a ride through the countryside and visit his old hometown about four hours away for a few days. He was really in for a shocking surprise with the fact that he ... Who Wanted Dory Anthony dead? - Dory Anthony was dead and Dalton Ferguson,
her fiance, was charged with her murder. Rhys Patterson, a private investigator, called. Will he be able to clear Ferguson of murder charges? Read the full story in Who Wanted Dory Anthony Dead? Carol - a young girl who tragically loses her entire immediate family. All she has left is a cabin at the edge of the field in a
wooden stand. Carol grows up, finds her own way to survive in her but in depth for a long time comfort family that she once was so close ... What do all the historical greats have in common? Maybe it's talent? Efforts? Maybe intelligence? Or something else entirely? Four stories, one secret. The Stasis code will make
you see the past in ways you never imagined before, and also gives an invaluable insight into the possible future. Make new friends including a mess of cats otherwise known as city heroes. Follow a couple of jungle ants as they rescue their friend from a raging storm. Tag along with a country boy as he hunts wild birds
to prepare a feast for his father's arrival. Understand the true meaning of mercy and... Anon. Short Stories Rating: Score: 1 Time Format: PDF, ePub, Kindle, TXT It was 15 and I was 13... The upcoming author and poet anon shares with you, her first meeting with love from the opposite sex. She describes the memories,
moments and lost archives she kept and locked in her heart. It's her notion of love. A collection of stories with religious overtones. Good lessons for kids. It's okay to be angry. It's only wrong if you can't control yourself in anger. We are who we choose to be. Friendship has been tested in the Promised Land, and all
matters of life are in balance. Roswell and the Russians explore an alternative set of events that led to the UFO incident in New Mexico in 1947. A young man decides to earn a club to end drug abuse. This is only the first part of the series. This story is about raising awareness of drugs and supporting the prevention of
substance abuse. This is Volume 2 compilation of short fiction by author Rosina S Khan. There are 12 such fictions in total. Some of them vary within a large number of pages, while others have fewer pages. But all of them are interesting and creative, based on the life experience of the authors. You don't just read and
enjoy... Page 7 Page 1234567891011111111516171819202122222252526272829303133 343536373839404142444445464748 Results shown: 61-70 of 480 This is the start of summer holidays for three school friends, Jake, Adam and Peter. To celebrate, they go knocking on the front doors of their neighbors' houses
just to escape before their neighbors can open their doors. When Jake decides they have to go knocking on the front door... Ashton 'Abdel Hakim' Stone is a former agent of a government organization dedicated to the search, collection and security of ancient reloures. When he went on a mission to the Middle East to
rescue the ancient grimoir from the hands of ISIS, he encountered a mysterious Sufi sheikh, decided to escape from ... This is the third and final volume of the Legend of the Ring. Read if you want to know what's going on with Igor and Angela, Daniel and Rose. I hope you liked it. 28-year-old Jesse excruciatingly shy,
lives at home and hates his idiotic way of life. Miranda Huffington suffers from legs and equally slowed personality. This isn't your standard love affair with Harlequin. The festive season begins with human carnage, when aliens emerge from the wetlands to a nearby settlement. Lana and a group of young soldiers were
recruited by Armor to eradicate a small number of khrilians found on the southern coast of The Saneris Island. Threat of the ryle forces of reproduction... In the second volume, Igor tries to get a magic ring from Angela, but she is a terrible opponent, smart and agile. Daniel becomes king of the Green Valley and Angela
becomes .... Well, you'll have to read to find out. Enjoy! This short art story is about a guy named Jeff. His transition from bachelor to married man, his love for family and his passion for a career make him generally an excellent and unique person to get along with. This is the story of Jeff and his evergreen family.
Interested? Hit... Bethany Glaspell went up to the first-ever encounter with Vern's cousin, a man who returned from the Jungle of Vietnam with a Limong bride and a deformed personality, just as a cat robber could plan his next heist without telling anyone, no friend, no family, her intentions. Because of the damage to the
format (unresolved) I offer a free copy of my second fiction book, a collection of short stories. Inspired mainly by the myth of Cthulhu, Dungeons and Dragons, Shadowrun or Cyberpunk, and Warhammer Fantasy, whether it's miniature skirmishes or role-playing games. Going to the dentist is never fun, but spare a thought
for a poor dentist! Even dentists need a break, sometimes ... This short story is not about your typical dentist. And it's not about your typical dental patient. I can't say anything more - you just have to read it. Oh, you have a strong ... Strong... story book download pdf. story book download free. story book download in
english. story book download in hindi. story book download app. story book download in tamil. story book download for pc. story book download apk
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